
3260 South Street | Philadelphia, PA
215.898.3024 | www.penn.museum/rentals
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yoursEternally
weddings at the penn museum Designed in the 1890s, our beautiful 

historic building located on the 

University of Pennsylvania’s campus is 

one of Philadelphia’s premier unique 

venues. Penn Museum is a 300,000 

square-foot gem with exterior details 

including glass mosaics by the Tiffany 

Glass Company, sculptures by Alexander 

Stirling Calder, and marble medallions 

by John Ross of New York City. Stunning 

event space and priceless collections 

make the Penn Museum an unparalleled 

event experience!



Breathtaking galleries
chinese rotunda
Under the breath-taking 90 foot dome, a marvel of early 20th century engineering, you’ll be 

surrounded by the art of ancient China. The largest event space in the Museum, the Chinese 

Rotunda is sure to create an everlasting impression for you and your guests.

Seated reception: 300; Standing reception: 600

egypt (sphinx) gallery
A dramatic space beneath Guastavino vaults, the Egyptian (Sphinx) Gallery leads a warm 

backdrop for any event. Create the opportunity for your guests to explore a royal Egyptian 

palace and come face to face with the 12-ton sphinx of Ramses II.

Seated reception: 120; Standing reception:200; Theatre-style seating: 200

egypt (mummies) gallery
Amidst Pharaohs and Mummies of Egypt, the Egyptian (Mummies) Gallery offers an unique 

setting for any celebration and is flexible enough to accommodate dancing or a dinner party.

Seated reception: 180; Standing reception: 400; Theatre-style seating: 275

kintner - dietrich galleries
With the intricate molding and large, beautiful windows, this contemporary space is awash in 

natural light. The galleries will flawlessly complement any color scheme or event time.

Kintner Front: Seated reception: 140; Standing reception: 300; Theater-style seating: 250

Kintner Rear: Seated reception: 160; Standing reception: 350; Theater-style seating: 300

Dietrich: Seated reception: 160; Standing reception: 350; Theater-style seating: 250

New Space! widener lecture hall
Beautiful hardwood floors, balcony seating and a stage with a rustic exposed-brick backdrop 

provide an ideal setting for lectures, meetings, dinners and live performances. The Widener 

Lecture Hall is fully AV equipped and includes built-in stage lighting.

Seated reception: 100; Standing reception: 250; Theatre-style seating: 130, 170 including 

balcony seating

Beautiful gardens
mosaic hall & courtyard
Nestled between two inner gardens, and featuring ancient mosaics from Syria and Carthage, 

Mosaic Hall & Courtyard is a charming space ideal for smaller receptions.

Hall: Seated reception: 60; Standing reception: 80; Theatre-style Seating: 60

Courtyard: Seated reception: 150; Standing reception: 200; Theatre-style Seating: 110

stoner courtyard
Featuring sculptural pieces of A.S Calder, a cobble-stone walkway, and central marble fountain, 

this exquisite courtyard garden creates the perfect atmosphere for your outdoor wedding.

Reception: 1000; varies*

warden garden
Entertain you guests in this private and elegant garden within the city. This beautiful setting, 

featuring mosaics by the Tiffany Glass Company, provides the perfect backdrop for outdoor 

ceremonies, cocktails, and receptions.

Reception: 1000; varies*

*Capacity varies according to setup.

Other spaces available. Visit www.penn.museum/rentals or call 215.898.3024  

for space availability and pricing. 
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